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Wright State'University. Dayton.,Ohio

Congressmen on WSU's 'red' list
"Some people think that just because
they (the Senators) link registering for the
draft- with financial aid. they are anti-stu-

By GREG MILANO
Staff Writer
Ohio Congressman who have voted
against financial aid fnay find their names in
" r e d " around the'Wright State campus.
The National Coalition 'of Gcaduate
nts Association (NCGSAJ,have iss.ued
listings that show how Ohio^Senate and
"House of Representative members voted in
relation to financial aid/ and financial
assistance. Votes that are anti-education
arc highlighted in jteA. The only tow
candidates ^fhich~emerged unscathed were
Democrat'1 Howard" Metzenbaum and Republican John Ashbrook. The listings are
posted next to the Student Government
office.
The NCGSA sent the. information to
Student Government Chawer Jill Poppe
who put'the literature on the-bulletin board.
"1 think that it is truthful, valid
information." said Poppe.. "But to undersiand it'you've got Jo look beyond the red
lines."
•
One of the U.S. Senate General Issues
linked financial aid eligibility to the military
draft. Male} who are eligivle for the draft<
must provide proof of registtation. before
they can apply for financial aid. * • .

dent. I think this is misleading.'V said
Poppe.
"However I feei that linking the draft to. •
'

financial aidt> is discriminatory." said .
Poppe. "If you have the money to pay for
schooling, then you have a choice as to
whether register for the draft or not."
The netf» draft registration law. only
pertains to men. However Title IX of the
•Higfifcr Education Amendment of 1972
.forbids , discrimination on' the basis of *
gender.
Vlt is-also discriminatory on the basis of ,
sex." said Poppe. "Why give a woman •
financial aid and not a man o.f equal
qualifications? How cap we deny him the
right to go to School? ;
"However. I feel this information is good
because it allows students to see the key
I s s u e s being voted upon. Students should
be aware of houj^ our legislators vote
pertaining to education."
Poppe felt that not enough students
' would be exposed to the llite'rature.
"It's whjte paper on white background.".
said Poppe of the bulletin boarS?*" It's hard
to tell quickly what it's' all about..
"It also doesn't take into consideration
that the majority of stbffirefs don't receive
financial aid. Howe^eV. cut-in financial aid
do\hinder the students' education." she
, said. "Even if they're wM-'receiving it."

Weekly forums
initiated
\

'

By MIKE MILLER
Associate Editor

Winter quarter

Book

•>-
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By DREW D I X O N •
Associate. Writer

•»

.Wright State students now have the
opportunity to confront major campus.
issues head on.
',
- Student Government has formed a Fornix
. Committee. which will organize weekly
"open forums,in the Allyn Hall Lounge.
Wright' State student- Mike Browhfield,
chairman of the Forum Committee, said the
forums will; be lield on alternating'
Wednesdays and Thursdays, (i.e.", the first
week it will be-held on a'Thursday, the
secontfweek on a Wednesday, etc. to give(
everyone a chance .to participate in the
forums.)
The forum Committee' won't present
regular forums until the beginning of winter
quarter, but it is kicking off its fbnim aeries
today with a' discussion about Wright
State' s "Division I aspirations.
Athletic Director Mike C.usack is supposed to attend today's'forum to explain the
. Athletic Department's position on the
matter and to answer any questions
students might.hkve aboi/t the complexities
of attaining: Division 1 status. Brownfield

-

/

The outapoken Robert Mariow

WSU Engineer to retire
4

A pint of blood in every building

By MIKE MILLER
Aaaodato Editor

making such a Statement.
When he arrived'at Wright State on May15.1967. the entire.campus consistedof just
"Once jlou build your first building, three buildings-Oelman. Millet?', and
they 're all the same after thct. " Robert Allyn Halls.
Mariow,
Over the past 15 years. Mariow has"
overseen the construction of Wright- State
One could call Wright State "the as if he was' putting together a jigsaw
university that Robert Mariow'built."
puzzle.
.'/
">
Mariow, Wright State's University EnHe saw the completion of fawcejt Hall,
gineer. h a / b e e n a major influence in the followed by the construction of University
development of WSli over the past 15 years. Center^including Hamilton Hall ,* the. UniOn Deer J>l. 1982. the man who buih versity Library, the Physical Education
Wright Stat* will retire.
building, the Creative Arts Center. Brehm
1 have a pint of blood-in.each one of Laboratopr. the School of Medicine. Rik6
these buildings?1 ' Mariow said, "and each HaU. and the Ambulatory Care Center.
building has a personality of hs own.''
Mariow has some very valid reasons for
Se MARLOW page 2

'
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To provide, students an alternative to v ,
selling their books to- the book store.
Student Government is sponsoring a Book,
Co-op the first wepk of winter quarter.
4-7')....
•-v*' •
' The Book Co-op is^a program whefre.
students Sell books to students. The Co-op
is planned to giycthe students who ieHtheir
books more money for their books han the
book-storf would.
Chris Snyder and Claire fitter o^Student
Government organized thejjy
Chris Snyder sarar"rtie Book store pays
approximately 50'pcrcent of the original
price of thc.bQok wh'en used, butst the Book'
Co-op studcntsSet their own prices and get
about TP percenj of the original price." •
Snvd^r-'also added that (he. Co-op is a
non-profit function. • •
Thc proccs*, for jelling.books in the Co-opis as follows: thp student-brings the book(s)
that he/she wants to sell-and makes -a list •
with the. help of Student Government
members and tffen the Student Governmeht
members sell .the books at the sale.

"". , •. .•
See BOOK
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Marlow

Would hang around longer, but it's not advantageous

( ( ' o n i M from page 1)
" W e were getting the same amount of
Fawcett Hali)a^ first and then when the-labs
money," he went on, " b a t - w e couldn't ' w e r e put in-Oelman Hall, specialization
build as'much witbit.' We really thought this " S t a r t e d to take over.
''Your family group is now within the
university' would get to be'the sise of Ohio
seperate colleges." Marlow added.
State someday."
But now. Marlow is positive that WSU
woo'! meet its initial expectations.
But • Marlow. who said he prefers the
family-type situation, hasn't been greatly
"We're reaching a saturation point," affected by the development
seperate
Marlow stated. "The baby boom has colleges
•
stopped and' it has not only affected Wright
."Iwork with .everybody," he said. "Ilike
State...it is affecting schools'all around file the family situation though, because when
country." • .
you get* bigger, communications begin to
breakdown."
T*"',
Marlow has not only witnessed a great
change in the siie of Wright State, but also
in the
i n c iinterests
m c i c s i 9 w
ofi wcollege
u v g v students
"What people are studying now ( has
featly changed since I went to school," said
Marlow, who received a hachelor of science
. degree in engineering from Texas A&M
University in 1963. "There used to be-an
abundanCe of engineering students...now,
there is a .shortage of the down-to-earth
engineers." __
Marlow was actually "shocked" into,
engineering as a six year old farm «oy-"'One of the lightbulbs in our house
Marlow described the Wright State .wasn't working so J messed around with a'
cAnmunity (students, faculty and staffTas couple of wires to try and fix it and I was
"one big fa,mily" when he. arrived here in shocked so.bad it knocked me off the ladder
I was .standing on and" made my teeth
1967. '
•
"Everybody knew everybody else1, aind jump," he said.
YoungMarlow was disappointed because
everybody knew what everybody else was
up t o . " Marlow said. " I knew everybody by "I thought I would make the light'work and
it didn't...but it sure made me work.'
first'name. i W w them ail intimately."
From that point on,- Marlow \ was
But things have changed at W§U over the'
;
determined to bectome an engineer.
past few years.
*
'
• "I read a book about it (electricity) ai
"'It's a full- fledged university now,"
Marlow stated, "All the buildings were kept going from'there," be noted. " I had
I Marlow said parking was quite a problem bnOt as mulit-purpose buildings (like visions of becoming a 'hot shot' engineer.
as "people were just parking anywhere tkeju
•
J
I '
Could." The jotal parking area constated of
the lot west 6f Allvn Hall and there was BO
charge frtt^garking privileges.
But the university tried to alleviate SOBK
of the parking problems at the cost aif
. WSU's soccer program.
Marlow said a soccer field, was aace
.located behind' Millett Hall, but h was'
•eoiered W9fsparking spaces when the
parking sitdation became unbearable. I k e
• soccer field was thcnjnoved.td an area next
to Oe(man Hall, but this field was. alao
wiped out (along with the soccer program
temporarily).when*Brehm Laboratory was
constructed. The soccer players finally
found, a safe place next to the Physical
Education building, where they currently
play.
»
\
' From J967 to the present. Marlow said
Wright State gained an average of 1,200 to
*1,500 students a year. Which was "expected."
"We knew it was.going to happen,"
Marlow declared. "The master plan called
for about 40.000 students, and Wright State
was supposed to be the oflWersity in. Ohio.
"I thought h'would get bigger and
bigger." the 60-year old veteran continued.
"There looked Hke there would be no end to
it for awhile...until inflation ."jtt hard by
' raising to about 18 percent a year...from
1975 on. things really slowed
Marlow; a B-24 Combat Pilot and
Operations Leader -in Italy during World
War II. could have served as a pilot in the
Vietnam War in 1967. if Frederick A.
White. Wright State's first employee, had
not offered him a job at WSU that year.
Marlow was the director of the 'Advanced.
Engineering Department in the Air Force
InstituteofTechnology at Wright-Patterson
Air Force Base at the time.
"1 didn't even know where Wright State
was.'.'.Marlow said. "He (White) offered
me the job (as WSU's initial Physical Plant
Director) and f said '.sure.'"
. Marlow" officially retired from the Air
T®bre^ on June 30. 1967. after 24 years of
service. He actually began work at WSU on
May IS of that year by taking a month and a
half of leave prior to his official retirement
date.
Marlow established Ike Physical Rant at
WSU- which includes programs in maintenance. security. ' aaBor construction,
utilities operation, caatodfari. grounds
maintenance, and budget coatroJ_
He said there were h l t i u i 5,500 and
6.000 total students, facafty. aad staff at
WSU when he arrived.

"Just working with the
people here and in
Columbus has made it
all worthwhile...I love
working with people and
this has been an
opportunity to do just
that."
Marlow

"I'll never lose interest in
the place (Wright State)
...I'll probably drop in
every howymd
nowqnd then."
'•""'A
Mar low

\

Marlow didn't receive his engineering
dfegree until he was 41, because he was
summoned by President Roosevelt' to
defend his country on F%b. 23, 1943.
Marlow seryed as a B-24 Combat Pilot
and flew 68 combat missions during World
War II. He received several awards for his
combat performance. I)
So. is, Marlow, with 24 years-of military
service and 15 years of work^t Wright State
under his belt, going to miss Wright State?
- "1 am...I really mil." he . replied
sincerely. "Being an ex-military man, I've
never been at one^place for 15 years...It's
like losing an old friend.
"I planned to'work
(at Wright
State) for
.
-cv
°
another 10 years, *'Tie' continued, "but
there was no advantage to staying. .Under
the (university's) Early Retirement P l a n although. it's kind of dumb-I would earn
more by retiring."
•
/
r

"The neighbors are
looking
y 8
.
"
"
WindOWS...WOnderifig

M

a

OUt

the

what I'm going to do
next."
Marlow
Marlow said~tie enjoyed his job at Wright
State and if he had the choice of working
anywhere else, he would have preferred to
have-"a'job-similar to this one."
.'.'I've never- regretted a day of it."
rlow said of-his experience at Wright
State, " f y e had a ball,"
' . . ,
See MARLOW page 3
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Marlow Finished at Wright State, but plans to keep busy
(Continued from fMge 2)
Marlowfeels he's- had the best of both
worlds.
" T h e purpose of ah education is to apply
.. it to your career," he reasoned, " a n d 1
think I've had every advantage t h a t . a
person could possibly have in that regard."
Nonetheless Marlow admits that he had
had a few minor disappointments in his
career.
" I ' v e had disappointment in not being
able to build some things I wanted to
because of inflation," he explained. "You
have-' disappointments because you're
controlled, but that's not too bad because it
forces, you to use "your ingenuity sometimes.."
" •'
• Marlow's^nTgenuity worked' overtime
' while WSU/Was growing so rapidly over the'
{>ast decape.
"Mvyjob has' enabled me to learn the
" S y s t e m in the stateofOhio." Marlow noted,
. " . . . a n d how to get things done within the
system."
•
But retirement is creeping up on the old
builder and he is quite aware of it.
" It's an opportunity to sit back and do the
things I've always wanted to d o . " he noted.

"keeping an eye on t h e , u n i v e r s i t y . "
spending some time with his family—he has
five children->and "building my own sports
car from the ground up- : it should look
something like the Batmobile when it's

done."
"Other than all t h i s . " Marlow added.
"I'll probife.lv sit around and watch some
tele vision... I'll try to catch a late night

movie when I can.
" I ' m just going to play it by ear," he
continued, " a n d if it looks like fun, I'm
going to do it."' \
'
•

Those amazing men and their flying machines

Orville and Wilbur
By JEFF WOMBLE
Guardian Writer

Their father brought home to them a
small toy helicopter and by a'rubberband, it
would lift itself into the air. They
reproduced the. toy several times over and
each reproduction would fly sutcessfully.
. This is when the first interest to solve the
problem of flight for twjj young boys began
in 1878. The bpys were Oryille and Wilbur
Wright. The Wright Brothers;, for whom
this University is; named.
'
-The day'they solved the problem of flight
is coming up December 17. the seventyninth anniversary.
Most know what happened on that day,
but how did th'fcy get there?
In 18%. Wilbur. 29. and Orville. 25. read
of Otto. Lilienthal'S death in a-gliding
accident, reading of ' .his experiments
intrigued th<j brothers and increased the
interest o.n-.the subject of flight.
T?iey ' b e g i n ' serious reading on the
subject in, 1899 anil soon obtained all Of the
' scientific knowledge, of aeronautics available. Plus Wilbar. studying the flight of
buV/ards,.realized that'the plane must have
controls to mOve left and right, climb and
descend.sand bank to'one side/or the other.
T'o the Weights, flight control was of
.upmost importance, since Lilienthal's death
was due to. lack .of contrpK
studies of the buzzard they came up with
• So what's next for Bob . Marlow. you
their first'machine in 1899. a bi-plane kite,
might asls
that
they built With wings- that
You shouldn't have asked.- He's got a
mechanically twisted to guide the
whole lifetime of things to accomplish yet.
This control system became a major
" I ' m goingto.fill in s&ife <Jf the gaps in
contribution'and is one of their first patents.
• my life." he strid. " I ' m g^jtjg to do some of
From this kite they learned to control the
the things ! haven't been able to do in the
gl.iderand in 1900. 1901 and 1903 they'built
p«K/'.''
•
' ~r-r—-N !
their .first man-carrying glider. The. first
Marlow has been v playing regulafly with
glider was flown a j Kitty Hiawk. North
four hands over the past several years.
Carolina. Kitty Hawk was chosen for its fast
He^plavs trumpet for The Sauerkrauts,
winds and soft sands, on the advice of the
•"The-Shrine Band, and The Village Band,
United States Weather Bureau. The glider /ties far in advance of any one before. With speed in probably j even or eight miles..The
and bass-- fiddle for a Springfield band
the'lnickjvsl as it was
' measured 16 feet from wing to wing and this new glider they made 600 feet glides iri "\nar-hine tiffed
knowh as The Sentimentalists.
•.
full control.
entering the fourth rail. Mr. Daniels took a
cost $15 to build.'
" I practice once a week Vith each baira
Before leaving kitty Hawk in 1902. the phHuzzjulTas'it left the trad. I found the
. With the first two'gliders. they showed
during the week and on. the weekends." 4>e
that they coujd control the sideway Wrights started planning apower airplane, eofirnl of the front rudder quite difficult on
said. "Eatjh practice session is usually
movement, of the plance. but neither the And on December 17. 1903 .Orville recorded account of its being balanced too near the
about three hours long."
~^c,iitcrandthus
had a tendency, to turn itself
1900"or 1901 glider.had the lifting power, this in his diary;.
Although Marlow is not interested in
"When we got up. a wind between 20 and when started srt that the rudder was turned
, earning any more degrees, he does plan to they had counted on.
2 5 mi
ho r was
TTte brothers came to the conclusion t h a t /
'"
"" J' /btoMa^Jnm
the i/!,, far on one side and then too far on the
<$o syme studying.
<•.
v •
the Lilienthartahle on air pressure was " " " * Wego'. "•""'chine
out early and put other. At a rsi-Jlt the machmi would rise
VI want to leam some about Metallurgy.'
,ht
men
•suddenly to about. 10 feet 'and then as
wrong. Back in Dayton, they carried out a
>
.
" "
Plastic*, and Fiberglassing." the professeries of experiments in the first ^stat,on...
After running the engine and suddenly, on the turning the rudder, dart .
sional land surveyor said. " I found out that
funnel built bv Wilbur.
propellers a few minutes to get them in for the ground. A sudden dart when out
when you're, over 60. you can go to acho^j
order
about tOO feet from the end of the tracks
After a year of extensive experiments.
'*»<*">"
"10-35
free...so I plan to take bdvantagaof h . "
they built a third glider and took H back to
The wind, according to our ended the flight. Tha• time eJ>out*l2
Marlow's other projects include doing
"kitty Hawk in the summer of 1902. ' . '""""meters
«/ th* time, was blowing a sremds. The lever for-thhrwirngftHSmf
some research with wind energy, working
ovtr2
The new glider had aetodyn^mc qua]-"
°
» hour °*
on a lawn mower t h a t , r u n s by'itself,*
rope, the machine started off increasing in
Sn WWGHT BROTHERS fmf I t

"Keeping busy is the
most important thingyou've got to keep your
mind and body active or
you'll just die...I know
some of my Irienm^who
ar^ retired and they've
just qiut-l'm not going
to let that happen to me.
. Marlow

Wright brothers

rt

#* •••
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Antagonism
Washington style
The present . administration in Washington has
tSevcr been friendly to students' Ronald Reagan has
once again jho«<n his antagonism to college students
with* his plan to require financial aid applicants to'
show proof of draft registration'.
The plan.' regardless of moral considerations and
constitutionality, puts a burden on financial aid
offices on campuses throughout the country. The
offices, already severly affected by. Reagan's heavy
cutvin financial aid. will now be required to assume a
verify in
he.stiMwnt really has register™./
iterea.
DivfDarr. financial aid director
right State, is
worried about the fSlan. He said /earlier this month
that his office would now be responsible for such
matters as dKamentation. ratification, and income
t a j return'.
~"
Students,don'J descrv^-that "big brother" type of
irivestigating going on.
' '
,
"•History shows that the Department of Education
has not been sympathetic to our needs," DatT said.
That's obvious to any patron of higher education.
The new requirement is also sexist; women, who
arc not required to register for the draft, obviously ilo
not come under -this plan. Title IX of the higher
educations amendments, incidently, forbids discrimination'by schools on the basis of gender.
Reagan not only makes.the laws, he breaks them
too.
Wright . Stale's Student .Government is now
beginning to look into the matter. Students who f ^ e l .
that.thc government should not be requiring proof of '
draft registration for financial aid. , that the
government has no business'investigating students,
and that gi? govern&ienrs^ould not discriminate on
the. basis' of set should contact our own Student
Governnrent and make their-vieWs known,

The unofficial
Parking Services
, survey results
The most popular, ans we'rk to yesterday 'J Parking
Service* Survey are as follows; .

ic •
2 F

}•(>

"...
---V

• ;
•'

4. -1 lie between';1, B and C
V I) Ifor Definitely\
. . .
A D
7. D
SC.
" 9. A He between B and C,» •
m. D |unanimously chbsen by sIndents although
Parting Services probably prefer A, B and C|
Thanks to everyone for participating'In this survey
and ffyou haven't fitted oat you'/ survey yet, you can
dn so at your awn- leisure fan as Parting Services
would tow your caraway \at its aw n leisure]. Thank
you and have a pleasant holiday seasoa.

'^

Not seeing eye to eye

Cleveland and Petrofsky
By ELLEN BELCHER
Editorial Writer of
The Journal Herald

Cleveland-suffered a mild case of city nationalism
last week.
^ •
While newspaper reporters from around the world
and television: camera -crews were still celebrating
Nanette Davis' first steps in four years, the Cleveland
Plain Dealer was asking with .a headline, "Cruel hoax
1
or cure for paralysed?"
Two Sundays"ago.. 60 Minutes aired a segment on
Wright Stale University's' Jerrold S. Petrofsky and
.-•• his.reSearch. which he hopes one dpy will allo'w
paralyzed individuals, to - regain the use Of their
- muscles and limbs. Tfie segment was as moving as
they come.
Listeners-learned that Petrofsky Was going to try
out his compute** and contraption von his first.human
patient the.following week. 60 Minutes would be
. there to report the'event.
Nan Davis did walk and the cameras captured it all.
Her movements were jerky and she was held upright
in a cumbersome harness. But Petrofsky's computer
ordered the right foot forward and then the left foot,
and t h e musclcs obeyed. Davis' face' showed -the
dplighf that her tegs couldn't express with a wild
jump.
'
The Plain Dealer apparently wasn't impressed.
;—The subsequent dav it published a story that would
lead you to believe the wonders on laetrile.
To give you.a tast'e of just how sour grapes can be, (
here's a passage or two'from the Nov. 12 story:
"...Using electrical stimulation to get paraplegic
to stand and'move a bit-, as Petrofsky did. is nothing •
new. sav Cleveland scientists Vorking in the field.
"And by showcasinghiswork at a pre»s conference"
''attended
all
by reporters from-as far away as France and
Brazil. Petrofsky may raise false hopes among people'
confined to wheelchairs, the .scientists say."
And here's my favorite: "Petrofsky has published
. none of his research findings involving humans in any
seienliQc journals^a standard practice of most
teput;
utablc s c i e n t i s t . ' i _ _ . / Mi
Maybe j t ' s my city nationaliim. but nobody kicks
.around Dayton's newest hero without hearing, a thing
— $ two from those of us who thing Petrofsky deserves
better.
....
Cleveland's Case Western Reserve University is
doing research similar to Petrofsky's. hs researchers
a f t working on implanting electrodes that will

stimulate muscle movement, while Petrofsky
attached the devices to his patient's ^uter body. This
difference and the fact that Case Western's research
tfses an "open loop" system are t«io distinguishing
feat ure's of'the'.two experiments'.
Petrofsky uses a "closed system," which iy.
analogous tii programmingpeoplc 'o walk with cruise .
control, touse a Case Western researcher's wordSTln
other words. Petrofsky's computer anticipates the
body's:next movement and it is programmed t o '
perform consecutive actions. He uses
method .
because he thinks it ultimately wilKrfcsult in. m,ore
coordinated and controlled movement. I
.OK. OK. So a Cleveland, university ft^takirig a
different approach. Petrofsky's demonstration apparently -still" is the first time a computer has directed
a human's musclcs to pet and then interpreted the
feedback in a way to direct a subsequent action..
A lot of. researchers'- agr.se that's "sStof Smifi
accomplishment.
•*
'Vs for Petrofsky's publishing record, he haswritten '69 journal articles since 1973'. He also is the
author of three b'ooks.
It is correct that -Petr&fsky. has not published any
articles i n electrical stimulation of; paralyzed
huiDaas^Jiut he has been conducting the research for
"only months. I*etrofsky-wasn't making.excusts wheiv
he said it-can take more than a.yeat to have a'paper
published.
.' ,
.At his-^trcss conference.. Petrofsl/y .carefully
pointed out that it would be.'years before Ms work
could be perfected, and he hastened to addjhat there
were-no guarantees. He alV> told reporters-that he
wasn'l fhe onjy: scientist invotvWl in. thiS^sort' ol
research': He mentioned-Case Western's activijj
Reseaj-ctfers arc wrong if they think-lctrmgpeoj'le
know, a'ho'ui new .' though still relatively primitive,
scientific advances is setting- them up for
disappointment. ..Most paraplegics don't look for".
. Inira.cle cures.. They know' that computers can't
overj^wer their"handicaps'-not toflay anyway.
When' scientists assume that handicapped people
are so easily duped, they're showing a sort of elitist snobbery.
What the handicapped are looking forward to is
tomorrow, and'they want'to know about the miraclesscientists are.anticipating.
Reprinted with permission ' of Ellen Belcher and
The Journal Herald.,1
.
/'

V *
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O:
ability to choose a career goal or academic
major. In this area we look at the student's
intercsts_ and abilities."
Susan Magruder is the coordinator of the
Another area is the physical indepenPrecollcgc Assessment Training Center,
dence living skil.ls, including mobility,
one of the newest programs in Handicapped
cafeteria needs, attendant care and that
type of thing.
Student Services. .
••There isn'-t c program like our
'' A fourth area is self management which
Precollcgc Assessment and Training Cendeals with a student's ability to function
ter. anvtfhcre else in the'country that I am
intcrpcrsonally on the campus, problem
iolving.' goal setting and decision making,
aware of," Magruder said.
'• A lot of people who have disabilities and and that type of thing." Magruder said.
want t« go to college have things available • "To do the assessment we sent the"
< t
" "3ike medical and psychological assess- . .student brochures with an application to be
ments. work evaluations and.ofhfcr types of filled out. The application has two parts,
things, but nothing that gives a student and one part is filled out by the student and
. his family or the college an idea .about the /ffie other part is filled out by the person who
• educjjtiftrfairnfcpds the student will haVeJ refe'rred them to our department.
oncft thcy-get on campus.
"The. applications are. sent bacE* to
" W e basically did a 'Job anyalysis/and Handicapped Student Services, which goes
came up with'33 tasks for students to over the applications.
-perform and physical and cognitive/equire"The student is then scheduled to come
mchts for those. task^-These-lasks were in and go through a .preservice interview
fairly ennsistant for.students wanting.to go with me. where I aquire more information
•to a four year college, a vocational school, or > about the st udent. I. also answer any
n two year college.
questions the student has. We-check with
"These tasks are clustered into four main the student about any attendant care they
areas. One is academic study skills, which mig'ht require so we can meet these needs
includes'ability to take a testability to use . when they arrive on campus for the
the librarv or science lab.
'
assessment.
"Another area is Career Vocation
" T h e student also gets a tour of tBe
Exploration which involves a personal campus, which identifies the six places they
By ELOON HAWKINS
Staff W riter

L

will be 'on campus during the assessment.
"Normallv we can schedule people for
the. assessment t w o ' w e e k s after s t h e
preservice interview'.", she e x p l a i n e d / " ^
"'On the application there is a check list of
the skills the student and referral source are
interested in having assessed.
" W e combine the two lists and come up '
with a total number of skills, then we
develop an assessment, package for that
( student* based upon only the skills there is
question about." she said.
"A student could be referred {br three
areas or all 33 areas to be assessed. It is a
very individualized assessment program.
"Before the student comes in for the
assessment they are sent a self administered checklist of how they-feel'they handle
each skill," she added.
"In about five days we assess them'in •
these skill areas, about three times per skill! '
For instance.'in use of the library, we have a
library use test which involves a list of book's
the "student is to find, card cataloging
magazines to locate and 'other tasks.
."There is* also a written test covering
such aspects of the library as ihe card
catalogue, and we also have a -writing
sample which involves using the microfilm.'
We ask the student to go the library and jook
up the front page, of the fiew fork Times
and write a paper about what was

YOURBSM
IAN
IN• ^THE ARMY.

V:

'

Your- BSN means you're a professional nurse. In
the Army, it also means you're an officer. You start as a
full-fledged member of our medical team. Call your
local Army,NurseCorps Recruiter. Of stop by.

•

\

SFC JERRY PATE
Federal Office Building, Room 90 \ 6
Cincinnati^OH .45202

-

Phone: 684-2933
(Call Collect) .

/•'

ARMY

U CAN BE.

happening the'day they were-born.
"This demonstrates the students' writing •
and research skills as well," she said.
"We received a grant to start thei
program in September of 1981, I started
working on the program in October of 1981
.and we saw our first client in April of 1982."
Asscsseme'nts are free until August 30.
1983. because .the grant for the program,
covers all staff and suppfy expenses.
"Magruder. said the assessement is hot a
requirement of WSU or Handicapped
Student 'Services.
The report, she saidcovers what skills the
student can do. skills the student heeds
further training in. and what' skills the
school will be able tohflp the student with.

Vernooy
managing
quite well
By ELDON HAWKINS
StaffWrtter * .

»

•

Jeff -Vernooy. assistant -director • of
Handicapped Student Services is. primarily
responsible for the management of the
vocational support services, and academic,
support services.
. •
'.'The academic, support services are
services that are provided to studgnt. inside
or outside the-class room setting, to assist
them in completing' reauired 1 academic
course woVk." Vernooy said, S .
"For example, we offer test.proctorTng,
which provides service assistancelo people
Who because of their disability have
difficulty taking'tests in the normal Class
room setting. For example a <^isu«Uy'
impaired student sho is unable to +e*d
standard print, would have? a proctor <}to
xead the test and record the student's
responses, to the questions accua'ratley.
"Atsp a stude.nt who has livnitejl han'd
•xterity. may have a proctor act its a writer
foythem.
"Wealso have an academic aid program,'
which makes.available adaptive equipment
which students may use or our skil'.s bank
whi<{h is a listing of other studentifrvho want,
to -work for students who may . need
assist&hee." he said.'
" For instance a student may come in who
may need a Reader on a sWrt term basis or a
writer t<>'write some homework fot theu
ThepStudent would come int^our.o
we would give fhem a.list of {ttople who are
witling-to type or read pr whatever the
student may need. ' "VyV".
"The-two students-would work together
in getting thelask-accomplished. it is more
of a referral.service than anything else. ••
v "The student who is requesting the
service pays the student who performs the.
task." he added.
•
. .
.'' balso teach a workshop every quarter on
using dictation equipment, so that physically and learning disabled students can learn
See VEHNOOT pate 7 }
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Vernooy aids disabled in job-seeking
(- i *

.

tactics-." .specifically when- talking about causing an) • prejudice on the employer'? tive work in the Handicapped Student
part are primary concerns within this area of Services.'
disability related situations."
< how to use 'dictation equipment that is , ' Vernooy said, this area deals with service.
students who m a y need, a great deal of
. Vernooy earned a bachelor of arts degree
available throtigh our service.
' "I also consult with employers out in the from St. Andrews Presbyterian college, and'•"Then they hire a typist to have' that modification on the job. Hpw the student
material transcribed, and consequently should discuss disabilities in an'interview community, and .help them develop more a masters of science in rehabilitation
and how to write a resume that reflects positive approaches toward the disabled." counseling from Southern Illinois Univerhand in papers from there.
...
I
something- about the disability without
Vernooy also handles some administra- sitb in Carbondale. Illinois.
" I do faculty'consultations regarding the
type of assistance a faculty member can
provide, or help determine whit is a
reasonable or unreasonable request Of a
faculty member on the part of a student."
. . ,
Handicapped Student Services I could not things which came easy to me.
he said.
By ELDON HAWKINS
*' For instance, it took me aJong time to
do as well in college." Higgens added.
"1 work very closely1 with the developStaff Writer
"I really like it here, but I found out my ' learn my way around campus, even after
mental - education program, particularly
fust quarter that the things I thought would other people told me how easy it would be.
with st udents who have learning or physical
Cynthia Higgens has had Cerebral Palsy
"Ufeel very accepte'd at Wright State
be easy were the things that gave me the
disabilities, so t h a u h e Services we deliver since she was born.
because of the adaptive surroundings, Sfld
most problems.
have continuity to them.
Higgens feels i j is easier to cope with a
A
"1 was surprised about this because the great abundance of other students with-'
l also work wjtfi • disabled students on congenital disease since she hasn't had to
things I thought wouk^be difficult were the disabilities." she said.
' career planninR.iby assisting them to decide experience an adjustment.
what occupations they may want to go"into,
For. Higgens'. compensation 'for. her
and help thcn( explore ways to.validate that handicap was primarily done through her
occupation as far AS determining if that is. educational process.
i something they want to do and are capable
'' I attended a special school for 13 years. I
of doing.
. •»
then went to a public school *hen I was. 17."
'.'I assist students in determining what she spid.
type of adaptations may be necessary if they
"I started public school in the eighth,
are seeking a particualr job.
grade, and went to.a^our year; public hight
"I alsii get invplved in the placement end school." she-said.
of things in terms of working.with students
Her desire to pursue a college degree
oh how to place whemselves, interviewing brought her to Wright State. "I feel without

' x,

Cerebral Palsy victim copes well

Summer Job opportunities 4-H. Camp Clifton,
located south of Springfield, Ohio is now
accepting applications for June 8-August 21.
'Salaries $1,000-51,400. For application write
Doug Dill, County Extension Agent, 4-H,
647rBodey Circle, Urbana, .Ohio 43078.
An Equal Opportunity Employer.
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THANKS

from Student Government for
your help
A special thanks goes to:
*ST
Hamilton Hall Board
Air Force ROTC
Circle K
Hamilton Hall Residents
Phi Beta Sigma
'
Phi Kappa Tau
All clubs and people who
sppnsored and donated to the jars
at October daze
From your donations we surpassed
last year's total !<

CASH -• CREDIT

Engineering Students...
• Eel i J100C 00 paycheck each mssth
• He earning college credits as a fell time student
•

Bet complete Medical and Cental c a n

•

Recent additional entitlements thrnughout jour semoi year

Call to2a» to take full .-tfvantage of this onetime opportunity
and let s talk MONET'

AIM HIGH AIR FORCE

t The Daily G—nU** ff. i
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HOT DATES
Vl§it Santa planned

juooKing for teachers of children
The Wright State University College of
new ideas and ahle to design ind teach
Continuing and Community Education is -courses that will provide an opportunity for
looking for person's interested in teaching in
learning experiences that will stretch the iniagination and enrich the special interests and
its Saturday Morning Enrichment Programtalents of the participants. Prospective
during the spring. 1983 session.
• _
The program, for children in kindergarten . teachers for the WSU Saturday Morning Enrichment Program,do not necessarily have to
through eighth grade.' will run from the last
be state cirtified^
week in March through'the first week in
' For ntore"information, call the College of
June. Deadline for submission of-course
Continuing and Community Education at
proposals is December 1.
873-2460. or write. t6 Wright'State University, College of Continuing and-Community
Teachers should be enthusiastic about
Education. Daytoh, Ohio 45435. leaching and working with'children, opeh to

Sinclair writing contest

n , e Kettering Jaycee Women ind the
c i t y . o f Kettering Parks and Recreation
Division invite all children to have Lunch
With Santa. Saturday, December 4. at 12
n o o n „ t f , e Kettering Recreation Center.
*2900 Glengarry Drive.
,
Tickets for Ihe event are $2 per person.
This includes a lunch of hot dog, chips, soft
drink and ice creami plus swimming or ice
skating from t to 4 p.m. Children will have
the opportunity to visit with Santa'as a part
of the lunch and pictures taken with Santa.
will cost just S2 each. Rudolph the Reindeer
will also be a guest at this special program.
In addition to the lunch, the Kettering
Jayce* Women are holding a Santa's Secret
Shop at tRe Center which will open at 10
a . m . Children will be able to purchase gifts
for Si each or more.
Thp S<'h<iol.ofNursing is offering an elective on Holistic health that is open toall junior and Lunch is liimited to 350 persons, and
senior students.
children under age-eight must be accom-.
• »
' pa'nied by an adult. Tickets for Lunch with
NUR 317-01 Instructor: J. Cross 3 credit hours, 445 Allyn 2-4:30 Mondays Winter quartet Santa are available" at the Kettering
Recreation Center, or the Kettering
Government Center. 3600 Shroyer, in-the
For more information call 873-3134
Parks"and Recreation Division Office. For
more information, '.call the .Parks and
!ecre*tion. Division at 296-2587.
.

Need an interesting elective?

E.ntries are now being arcepted for the
Sinclair Community College 1983 Creative
Writing Contest.
Open t o all amateur
writers, the contest presents/cash awards
totaling $440. to the top threelpntrles in the
categories of adult ' fiction.'non-fiction,
poetry and high school entries ofany type of
writing.
First; second;" third and. all' honorable tnenti6n dinners will be guests at
the 16th Annual ^Writers: Workshop .to'be
held on March 10 and 11. 1983. The awards '
will be announced at tjje Annual Writer's
Workshop'.
Creative Writing.COnfest
Bill Vernon" BjfSctor
Sinclair Community Cdllege
444 West Third Street
Dayton. OH 45402
'
f

Holiday Concerts /
The Sinclair Community College Music
Department will be presenting two special
holiday concerts featuring the Sinclair
.Community Concert Band on December 6
'and the Sinclair/Community Woodwind
Ensemble on Dec. 8. Both concerts will
be field in Blair Hall beginning at 7:30 p.m.
The 65"Snember concert Band features
woodwind, brass.'and percussion musicians
from Sinclair Corpmunity College and the * greater Dayton area. Selections, for the
concert include a wide range of marches,
"overtures, .popular tunes and -seasonal
selections. The program includes Broadway
.Sncciacular by 3. HigginsV Sleigh Ride by
Anderson., and In Storrtijg^nd
. Sunshine by'J-C. Heed. '
'
'
Both groups are directed by Dr. Clarence
Walls, Sinclair community college Depart' me n t Chai(person: Music'and Dance. There
Ts^o^admissiion^pharge'. f o r additional
information call Sinclair "Public Information
at. 226-2521'.

Collection (o 9pH> hunge
Friehds In Stopping Hunger invites you
to jpin in helpin^W collect canned goods
and other
psrtspable "items, for food
pantries in - the Dayton 'and Fairt&rn
j areas. BetweeS .qow aft'd Wednesday.
Nov. 24,1 yc .will be collecting food items
through : •vfcn drop off locations around
'the univt
Ombuc imap's Office-192 Allyn Hall
Office--32l Millet* Hall
•' T F.ducal
Shpp-036 Celman Hall
Alumni Affairs Office;-048 'JC
, University Library-Circulation Desk
Health Science "Library -• First floor
Campus Ministry Center

%:

Outward B o u n d i i m o r e than, a
t r i p of h i g h a d v e n t u r e . )
. ItS d i s c o v e r i n g y o u r s e l f
• Learning that you're better than
you t h i n l f y o u are.
And finding out how t o work
with others.
Come join u s on a'3-week trip
of e x c i t e m e n t a n d s e l f - c h a l l e n g e .
You m a y c o m e b a c ^ a b e t t e r
you.
-

tatkm!

Outward Bcund.Dept. CH.
384 Field Poinf Rd.
Greenwich; CT 06830
Phone toll free (800) 343-8520
No ex^erUnce necessary
Outward Bound admits students pfiany
s e t . rock; color and national or athntc
oridln.XVe art a nonprofit organization.
Scnolarnhlpt available.
X '

Name
Street
State
School
Check the courses
Canoeing —
White-Water
Rafting
ii
Sailing - _
Cycling
—i-

Zip

^
»
that Interest you:
Desert
^P^tioo.
_
wilderness
Backpacking
Mountaineering i—

Outward
Bound*
The course'that never olds

The Food Pantries assist families in
need wtth food for, a period of 2-3 days
while other assistance; & being worked
out . With many families affected 6y high
unemployment, the need U very great
these ' days. Please help V} in this
endeavor if you can. If yoji would like to
Join Friends In Stoppingftlnger or would
). Bke>. more information, call Bro. Gian
•J 426-1836, Sue873-29M. or Ken 372-3214.

»1ht
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HOT DATES
for teachers of children

The Kettering Jaycee .Women and the
City of Kettering Parks and Recreation
Division invite all children to have Lunch
With Santa- Saturday. December 4, at 12
noon at the Kettering Recreation Center.
2900 Glengarry Drive.
Tickets for th? event are $2 per person.
This includes a lunch of hot dog. chips, soft
drink and ice cream, plus swimming or'fee
skating from 1 to 4 p.m. Children will have
the opportunity to visit with Santa as ai part
0 f the lunch and pictures taken with Santa
will cost just $2 each. Rudolph the Reindeer
will also be a guest at this special program..
5 « X > 0 0 < » C » 0 0
In addition to the lunch, the Kettering
Jaycee Women are holding a Santa's Secret •
'Shop, at the Center which will open at 10
a.m. Children will be able to purchase gifts
v
/
--for SI eachor more.
The School of Nursing-is offering an elective on Holistic-health that is open to all junior and Lunch is liimited To 350 persons, and
senjor students.*
children under age eight must h e accom-.
• 1
panied by an adult. Tickets.for Lunch with
NUR 317-01 Instructor: J. Cross3 credit hours, 44SAIlyn 2-4:30 Mondays Winter quartet Santa are available at the Kettering
. . Recreation Center, or the • Kettering
Government Senter. 3600 Shroyer. in the
For more information call ,873-3134
Parks'arid Recreation Division Office. For"
more information, call the Parks and
Recreation Division .at 296-2587.

-

-

Sinclair writing contest

Visit Santa planned

new ideas and able to design an'd teach
The Wright State University College bf
courses that will provide an opportunity for
• Continuing and Community Education.is
learning experiences that'wiU. stretch the imlooking for persons interested irr'teaching in
agination and enrich the special interests'and
. its Saturday Momiqg Enrichment Program
talents of the participants. Prospectiveduring the spring. 1983 session
teachers for the WSU Saturday Morning EnThe program, for children in kindergarten
richment Program do not,necessarily have to
through eighth grade, will run from the last
vfeek in March through the firs} week in , be state certified.
For more information; call-the College of
June. Deadline for submission of'course •
Continuing and Community Education at
proposals is Be£ember 1.
^73-2460. or write to Wright State University, College of Continuing and Community
Teachers "should be enthusiastic about
Education: Dayton^Qhio 45435.
feactjing and,working with children, opeh to

/ .

Need an interesting elective?

r N

Entries are now being accepted for the
Sinclair Community College 1983 Creative
Writing Contest.
Open to all amateur
writers, the. contest presents'cash award's
totaling $440. to the top three entries in the
categories of adultfiction,riori-fiction,
poetry and high school entries of any type of
writing.
First, second, third , and all
honorable mention winnens will be guests at
the l&th' Annual Writers'Workshop tp.be
held on March 10 and 11. 1983. The awards
will be announced at the Annual Writer's
Workshop.
•
Creative Writing Contest
Bill Vernon. Director
SincJair.Cqmmunity College •
44* West Third Street
Dayton. OH 45402

Holiday Concerts
The Sinclair Community College Music
Department will be presenting two special
holiday concerts featuring the Sinclair
Community Concert Band on December 6
• and the Sinclair/Community- Woodwind Ensemble, on Dec. 8. Both concerts will '
be held in Blair Hall beginning at 7:30 p.m.
The 65 member concert Band features
woodwind, brass, and percussion musicians
from 'Sinclair Community College and the
greater Dayton area. .Selections for the
concert include a wide range of marches,
overtures." popular tunes and seasonal
selections, t h e program includes Broadway
Spectacular by J. Hlggins; Sleigh Ride by
Leroy Anderson, and , In Stornwand
Sunshine by J..C. Heed. '
• Both groups are directed by Dr. Clarence
Walls. Sinclair.community college Depart- .
nient Chairperson: Music and Dance. There
is no adrfiission charge. For additional
information calf Sinclair Public Information
. at 226-252

Coltection to stop hunger

f parson.
O u t w a r d B o u n d ia m o r e t h a n a
t r i p of h i g h a d v e n t u r e .
.
I t * di&cowering y o u r s e l f ,
Learning that you're better than
y o u ( h i n t f y t i u are.
And finding out how to work
with o t h e r s .
C o m e Join u s o n a 3-week trip
of e x c i t e m e n t a n d s e l f - c h a l l e n g e .
You m a y c o m e Ipack a b e t t e r
you.

iaithwrnl.
.information:

Outward Bovnd. Dept CR
384 Field Point Rd.
•
Greenwich, CT 06830
Phone toll free (800) 343-8520
No «v«rtence necessary
Outward Bound admita studenta of any
sex. race, color and national or ethnic
origin. We are a nonprofit organization.
Scholars'
sh tpa available.

Friends In Stoppjrng Hunger invites you
to joinjirfielpingto collect canned goods
ither non-perishable items for food
patftries in the Dayton and Fairborh
« e a s . . Between now and Wednesday.
/ Nov.. 24, we will.be^Ulecting food items
through seven drop on locations around,
the university:
,,
Ombudsman's.Office-192 Aflyn Hall. (
Education Office—321 Millett Hali
Print Shop-036 Qelman Hall
Alumni Affairs 0ffice--048 UC
University Library-Circulation Desk
Health Science Library-First floor
Campys Ministry' Centir

. '

State

School
Check the courses that interest you :
Canoeing
Desert
"A
WhKe Water
'E*pedi«<jns
—
Rafting
—
Wilderness
Sailing Backpacking
—
Cycling
—
Mountaineering

rd
Bound*
th«l never ends

k

" •' 'V*'-f !•. : ... , '

The Food Pantries assist families in
need with foodvfor a period of 2-3 days
while other assistance is being worked,
out. With many families affected by high.
unemployment, t h e need is very great
these days. Please help ua in this
endeavor if you can. ff you-would like to.'
Join Friends In Stopping Hunger or would
like more' information, call. Bro. Gian
426-1836. Sue 873-2994. or Kin 372-3214.,
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I a in't tatin' any this year

to

promote rather, than alienate world hunof the Third Worldger." Bonutti said. •
FISHalso sponsors Bread for thjWorld.
Campus Ministry for the last eight years .
a lobbying network for policy changebn the
has had an alternative vegetarian lunch
government level.,"We sponsor two groups
It is the hour before Thanksgiving dinner;
everv Tuesday designed to educate people
Bonutti used the example of the Sahel because we want to help right now'and over
y'ouwtomach growJs.'How many times have
oh simplifying eating habits.
Desert region of Africa. "In.the mid-seven- the long range." Brother Bonutti added..
ypU seen A Connecticut Yankee in King
It's designed not to' break anyone's
In addition to the fast FISH has been
ties the area had a spvere drought. This
Arthur s Court? You can smell the kitchen
budget with the average cost running a $1.
drought was used as an excuse-to explain conducting' a canned goods collection. The
odors -turkey, mashed potatoes, pumpkin
The lunches are alsjj social events-people,
the famine conditions, when actually land food that has been.dpnated will be given
pie. You glance at the last National
getting together whiyhave similar values as '
was used to grow cotton to export to Europe, to (he local food pantries in the Dayton and"
Geographic. The cracker and cheese snacks
a community.
Fairborn area. Food pantries are places that
instead of self-sufficient food.
Aunt Martha laid out kren't enough. God.
Campus Ministry and FISH is apptemp"Someof that food that's grown here" will meet people's food heeds in emergency^
yon'.re hungry. When are we going to eat?
ting to educate themselves and others on
sit and rot in silos unless farmers can sell it Situations..
Many people will ask th^t question this
Bonutti also stressed that during winter the c o m p l e x i t y h u n g e r .
for a profit," Coleman added.
Thanksgiving and not expect a feast in
Coleman states. "I think it's important
quarter activities will be happening on
return. This holiday is an unique Americanthat the few people that are involved with
Last week FISH in conjunction with campus. "We're gearing up^ for an
traditi6rt-4o give, thanks for a bountiful
"Offering of Letters'" campaign which is FISH-at WSU shaSethe average student out
Campus Ministry, held a Fast for a World
harvest, a harvesj without : whici* our
of their apathy and well-fed,'lives."
Harvest. Brother Gian commented, "The: interested in getting people involved in
- ancestors would Ivve starved tri" death.
Bonutti said in closing, "Hunger- will
fast was lipid in solidarity with our hungry writing letters to their Congressman
They managed to survwe becaust they had
regarding special legislation .designated to never be addressed: until average citizens
brothers and sisters.-' The money that was
help given to them'by native Americans.
in metropolitan countries can see the
aid world hunger issues."
collected was given to OXpAM America, an
Giancarlo"' BonuttL.a .MarTanist Brother
"I see .this as becoming involved as a hungry as 'allies, not as -some people
organization that provides direct refief and
serving at WSU's'Campus Ministry, hopes
sponsors self sufficient projects in all parts citizen effecting changes in structure that . somewhere over there." '
that "We reflect with' concern the plight of
the. hungry around the wdrld this approaching season."
Bonutti is also a member of Friends In
Stopping Hunger (FISH), a relatively new
group on campus. According to Bonutti.
FISH started in jthe summer: It was an
opt growth of personal work dealing with
conference travel have been supported by consumer preference.for several aspects of
By LAURA l.FOUANO
- social poncerns.
funds of the-WSU Research foundation,
• product simultaneously instead of
Business/Advertising M p . 4
'' 1 vised to do things on my own with small
.'Graduate College and Cpllegeof Business
measuring each aspect individually:
symbolic efforts. This r is an ^attempt to
.
'
"
f
This.past September, Dr.' Indei* Khera, Administration.
formalize and organize with other interes,The main point of his speech will include
If his luggage is not lost by nowhistravels
associate professor of marketing;'attended
ted pepplc.
the attitudes of Consumers toward imports.
will take him to Venice. Jtaly. accompanied"
1
World Hunger i s a complex issue -not the International Conference of Energy
Dr. Kheja's report Shows that consumers , bv Dr. C. Young Kim, assistant profe'ssor.of
Conservation
group
. sol
W Mveable
t c a i ' i v in
in a
• day
MBJ or
y i •a year
j v » i by a small B*
»-r
— . T V . . 'ahd Pufelic "Policy
- ' in the
do
not want' foreign imports blocked
marketing.
N^.- "
Of people. There, is a need to becomi: -Netherlands, He was accompanied bjr Dr'.
•educated on the complicity'of the issde." David Keffis, director pf the Consumer. , because they want to get the most for their
; There they will speak about retailing and'
i .
Carol^Colerrtan. a W U student, who Research Panel' for WSU. Together they money.
One1 question reflected, a 70 percent . how suppliers can be selected for -optimal
recently joined FISH, said, *1 want presented their topic of a model of energy
profits. In "addition, ip late April they will
students to know the depth pf the problem, consumption and behayior basetl on a four .favorable reaction to buying foreign
products if the products were ofbetjervalue experience the city of Tpkoy$ T h e r e b y
. Everyday- people die needlessly from . yfar study here at WSU.
' •
or better suited to their needs instead of a '*»« . * • « »
Americas W u t t v e
malnutrition .^Hunger is unnecessary and • Their research consisted of a questionUJ5. product. His" research dw.lt with perception of Japanese marketing practices
could be\ eliminated if food was grown Iraire to identify market segments as to what
clothing, shoes, toys, a p p l i a n c ^ and in the United States.
^according to people's need and not the type of people conserve energy ..They found
.ajmight dollar."
'
- that. . demographics did not have a . electronics all common consumer produces.
They ate currently wording'on a
• .Bonutti ajtreed. "Food'isgrown primarily continuous effect on the project when From this studey he also found that quality
and price were the foremost attributes multi-country study-on future technology.
for profit and not for people, and as a result , cpm^ared to consumer perceptions and
They will seek leadership in food produchunger exists. It-'s from political and .•jjfesllves. Dr. Khera stressed that these are considered when a purchase was made. J
tions. transportation and medicine." This
eowomic 'reasons rather than there not -phporfant points~fer future businesf and
' Don't unpack your bags Vet because this will mean big dollars at the turn of the
• being "epough~to go arpund." r"
^____J^g6vernmental policy mJkers.
century.
In Wfc. the .Institute for 'Popd'and
This December. Dr. Khera will travel to February Dr. Khera and If^rns will travel to
J
Development'Policy wrote a book entitled Hawaii and attend the Academy of biter- Sarasota. Florida'. Thcre'they will attend th?X1
Research Methods Conference sponsored ^ They will encounter questions as to who"
Foot/ First.' examining thejlO myths of world nationaj Business Conference. The paper Ke
by the American Marketing Association, 'they thihk will be a world, leader in I the
hunger •
•
will present will focus on the consumer
7
different technologies. Thes* quest
- Myth number one states. "People are Image of products from small countries that
Their topic of discujsiqn will center on will includecpuptsiksuch as.Japan. U.S..
m i r k e i n Uni,ed S u t
hungry because of scarcity "of food and
"
" SUCh "
model buildings and conjoint measure- and areas such as Western ^ i r o p e . /Asia
agriculture land."
- Taiwan. Korea! India and Hong Kong,
ment Conjoint measurement
invdlves? and South America
According to institute, member, Frances
Substantial portions of his research and
By CATHLEE VANCE
Special Writer

, Moore Lappe. "lit Central America, at least
half of the land grows crops for export, not,
food for the'lOcal people."

Prof, attends international event

A TTtiJNTiON
DAVID LEE'S LAUNDKY

.

Customer*

We will will be Closed On Be
. THANKSGIVING DAY
^Thursday, Nov. 25th. and FridaV the 26th
We Will. Reopen On Saturday at f2 Noon.

VT:

. : • •>

Spring Quarter Student Teaching
Applications Ipr Student Teaching,
Library Practice, Special Ifid Practicum,
Rehab Practicum and School Nurse
Practicum are available November 15
through November 30,1982
t Room 320 Mlllett.

r

i
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Mr. Tom Turkey goes down on the farm
. By DREW DIXON
AaaocUte Writer

How atan;
numhfn

FbotM/Drcw Dhaa
In • gagle or make that tnrkeya? An averagefloefcat Rfcbert's turkey tim
gobblers.

The quarter in review

The turkeys are then well-fed and
nurtured until the ripe age of 20 Weeks old.
Then they are shipped to processing plant in
Garretsville. Ohio to be made into Mr.
Turkey products.
>
'
This cycle takes place thtee times a year.
A flock of24.000 turkeys per year costs over
$70,000 in gross expenses. This $70,000j
input only yields a $8-10,000 profit. !;
Due tp this high' input lo* income
business, today's turkey farmer cannot live
on' turkeys alone. Many farmers must
acquire a second'occupation. /'
Clair Richert, the head of the Richert.household, has f second-job working at a
iMansfield Plumbing Products f a c t o r y

Those Butteriiails and Mr. Turkey
products that you will be gobbling this
. "Turkey Day"' will have gone a long way
. before the meat hits your table.
The turkeys are first hatched to one of
many Ohio hatcheries. Then the hatchiings
are shipped" to- different turkey farms
arolind the state.
One day old. the hatchiings arrive at any
number of turkey fafms. The turkey farm
which if featdred is located in Danville, in
'northeast Ohio. Run by the Richert family it
• has an average shipment of 8,500
hatchiings.
' '
Once hatched the little gobblers are
Clair described'the reason he f i r m * ih "
divided into pens until they are 20 days old. today's economy, " W e (the farmers)"jSe
The turkeys are fref to, roam in the 70x200 and die by-ou'r own decisions. It's one of the
foot barn. At the tende^ age of eight weeks last great challenges left' in -today'sold; the turkeys are whisked away to economy. Farming gives you the satisfacanother barn the same size to make way for tion of getting something done after hard
the continuing flow of new hatchiings.
work." '

ly stuffed," although-Student Government
refused to s'ajPwho the discrepency i n .
ballots benefitted. >.
George LeBeouf eventually won the
W-rjght State was • in the news this,
. • quarter. At home, the university expansion selection.
Changes occi.ired for Mfright State:
continued. parking problems (and complaints)' also continued, , and Student WWSli.; the university's ra'dio station,
Oovernment had its problems electing a changed its 'frequency and now is looking
business representative. Wright State was towards a possibfe'.power increase. Thcfood
ilso exposed to some national, n ^ r i e t y ; service aliso changed- SAGA Foods Corpor-.
Jerrold Petrofsky. some elate,' m^dc stioh. long-time service company for WSU,
history by. enabling' Nan bavis to walk for was replaced by the Sejvomation Company..
x
TKe university got some national expo- ,
the firjis^ime in years.'
\
• Draft registration was in the news, both sure with Jerrold Petrofsky's research.
' local and national. Financial aid administra- Pe'rofsky. 'director of bioengir^ering,
tors voiced, their objections to a new law enabled'.student Nan Davis to walk for the
requiring them to certify that aid applicants first time since an automobile accident
y were registered. Several Registration re- ' paralyzed her.four years ago.
The CBS news program 60 Minutes gave
sisters were arrested-around tlte country.
., The univepyty is planning, or in how in extensive coverage of the research and
the process of. a variety of conduction although the research'is in. the yery early
around campus. A resecrch facility is being stages, hopes have been raised that
constructed by the Biologic#! ,Sciences eventually the disabled will be able to walk
building. An Oelman Halljurparisionis using Petrofsky's method.
The fall quarter has seen the Wright
v currently being planned, as i i u expansion
State Athletic Department go through both.
'• to the Ambulatofy Care Center.
. The Loop Road project got into the fi.nal turmoil and celebration.
Alan Zaharko was fired early in the
•design preliminaries of 1-675, the controversial highway situated near Wright State, soccer season by WSU Athletic Director
akg received a go-ahead from the federal Mike Cusack for directly disobeying an
'
government; .construction is now under order.
• The second-year coach appealed the
wav'.
Parking was (again, as in e^ery year) a Vultag to-WSU Provost John Beljan. After a
subject of debate. Some, of the lots were / " e e k of investigation - Beljan defied
moved, includig-putting the visitors lot. by Zahar'ako's appeal, Imad El-Macharrafie
Rike Hall-an action that drew criticism was named as the-new soccer coach.
from members of the parking services
El-Macharrafie led the Raiders to a fine
committee. The once free K-lot was season. The Raiders came within one win of
changed to a C-lot. meaning"the end of any going to the NCAA-Great Lakes Regional
free parting areas on campus. The shuttle K&^er tournamentr" _ _
bus up from the retitled lower C-lot has also / On a brighter note Ten Hobbs received
had some problems with overcrowding. / national attention when ahe appeared in the
Student'Government had a few problems^Sept. 20 issue of Sports Ittustnied. Hobbs
; -finding a business representative. The first appeared in the "Faces b The Crowd"
two candidates were declared invalUf, and section for her two no-hitters and 1,77 ERA.
the third election.had to he held twice after She"aIso batted.,471 whlcfi led the nation to
students found the ballot boxes "apparent- Division U.
ByLAUNCERAKE
News Editor

Forums
(Continued from page 1)

Book Co-op ¥•••
(Continued bom page 1)'

This will be the seconfl Bdok^fb-op that
said a few Wright State athletes might also
attend the/forum to give their thoughts Student Government has sponsored. Last
about gpfng" Division 1. Today's forum spring. Student Governmer.tjheld. a Book
Co-op on tne same basis,^ At-'that time
begins i t noon.
:
Student Government has already presen- Student Government had-no -conflicts from
ted trfvo forums this quarter-one which the book store so everyohp seemed to agree
dealt with the Division I issue and one which 'that.it was'a good p r o - a m .
StWlent Gov^rnmentytotgan planning the
dealt With importance of voting in this
eventVour weeksj^e'and at present, hav.e
democratic- society.
Brownfield said student input in these only siit-peepiCwho have'signed to seU the
first two. forums was,quite good, and he books: Jhiey heed anywhere from seven, to
hopes to maintain or improve this level of . 10 people to sell'the books. "If »ny students
wajttt'o Help their fellow students,, let us
input.
know. We always, could use some help."
•/We will deal whh^opics that .concern said Snyder.
Snyder .added that she. hopes that the
students like FinancialvAid 'and Parking
Services," he said. ".It will be another' Book Co-op will be a permanent program on
1
the WSU campu«..The Student'Goveriimeni
phase of campus life itf which students can
is hoping to organize a Bock Co-op CTub and
•participate."
.,
Brownfield said the Forum Committee if. any students are- interested, students
will present the topics at each- forum and" should let Student Government !
The Book Co-op will be hehl in ro8rrf$041
work as mediators between students and
and 043 UC from 110
p.m.
forum guests.

'•
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(Oontlnocd from page 3j

reaching the ground the left wing striick
first, showing the lateral control of this
engine was broken• and the skid under the
machine much more effective than on any of
rnddertracked. After repairs'. at20'minutes
oiir former ones. At the time of its siding it
after II o'clock Will made the second trial
had raised to a height .of probably 12 to 14
The course was about like mine, up and feet. At just 12 o'clock Will started on the
down but a little longer over the ground fourth- and last trip.
though about the same intime. Distance not
"The machine started with ups. and
measured, but about 175 feet. Wind speed
downs as it did before,, but by the. time-he
not quite so strong. With the aid of the
had gone over three or four hundred feet he
station men present, we picked the machine
had it under much better control, and was
ur and carried it back to the starting ways. . traveling on ' a fairly even course. It
Ar about 20 minutes till 12 o'clock I made proceeded in this manner till it reaihed a.
the thi*d trial. When out about the same 'small hummock out about 800feet from the
^~~Hi\tance as Will's! Met with a strong gust • •starting ways, when it began its pitching
from the left which raised the lifft wing and again an/1 suddenly darted into the ground.
gidled the machine off to the right in a lively Thr front rudder frame was badly broken
• manner. /immediatley turned the rudder-to [up. but the main frame did not suffer at all
' bririestft?)machine down and then workedI The distance over the ground was 852fegt in
the end irrfftrol. Much to our surprise /on 51 seconds. The engine turn was 1071. but

this included several seconds while on
starting ways and probably about a half
second after landing. The jar of landing had
s.et the wat'fh. on the machine back stfctkflt
we.had no exact record for the 1071 turns.
Will took a picture.of my third flight just
before the gust struck the machine.. .The
machine left the ways successfully at every
trial, and the tail was never caught by the
truck as we feared.
"After removing the-front rudder, we
V carried the machine back to camp. We set
the machine down a few feet west .of the
building, and while standing aboiit discussing'ih'e last flight; a. sudden gust of wind
. struck the machine -and started to turn it
over. All rushed to stop it. Will who was
near one end ran to the front. But too late to
do any good. The machine gradually turned
over on us. Mr. Daniels.. having had {to

experience in handling a machine of this
kind, hung on to it from the sidf and as a
result was knocked down and turned over
and over with it as it went. His escape was
miraculous, as he was in with the engine1
and chains. The engine legs were all broken
o f f . the chain guides badly bent, a numberr
of uprights, 'and. nearly all the-rear ends of
the ribs were broken. One spare only was
broken.
-J
* v
. .ta "A fter dinner we went to Kitty Hawk to
send offtelegram
to Milton Wright."
The telegram read: Success four flight*.
Thursday morning all against twenty-one
mile wind. Started from level with engine
power alope. Average speed through air
thiHy-one miles. Longest' 57 seconds.
Inform press..Home Christmas. '

Zeppelin, Queen, and ELO don't sound the same backwards
* .
' '»' '

The Devil stops by Wrigh t State to wreak
havoc in an unsuspecting English classroom
By STEVE RABEY
Editor

• The devil has already gone down to Georgia, so he
came, to .Wright State,yesterday. - according t o ' *
I lindenl who brought the fiend to school'with him in
• Ms records. "
..
' • •
Jiw Mellins played songs £y ted Zeppelin', Queen
and Electric Sight O r c h e s t r a l
He then played them backwards, 'turning the
• _ turntable with his finger. '
. "•
•
The results of this were debated among the*
members of the el»s'..but according.to Mullins, the
recordings revealea demonic messages.
*
Mullins' presentation was delayed over 45 minutes
*bi a technical flaw ithe turntable wouldn't be
persuaded to plav.in'reverse) leading the professor to
• say, tongue-in-cheek*. "There are obviously forces at
work which, are keeping us from hearing these'
records.
. The professor. Pr. James Hughes of the
department <jf English, is f^'e instructor for the
university honors cpurse entitled "City of the
,pfrson.".which explores the effect of the city on
modern life. ' / ' '
\
". Mullin-. began. his presentation by playing the
• eerie opetiig cut of Electric light Orchestra's'Face
• th/. Music album, a n d ' then playing the cut
backwards.
**"_
*
Tin- song contained words which all. members'of
r
the class agreed "were recorded backwards, and
which sa'id, "The music is reversable, but time is

,

Pfcrfo/Stevo l a b e v

Professor stares at camera...

lot..."

• He then played "Another One Bites the Dust." by
Queen, the chorus of which- heylaimed contained an
.injunction to smoke marijualta wheri the record was
. plaved backward. He told the class what to listen for.
• then" plaved (he record, but the class membersf ' "weren't q u i ^ s u r e they .heard. "It's fun to smoke
marijuana."
' '
\ i _ J o d d - F r y . .a sophomore in the class objected to
. Mullins' leading the class, saying. "Any music or.

A

H»«o/S«eve U »

...while students patiently wait
to hear. backward song

'speech is made up of so many phonetic components'^
or sounds, and whenever anything like that is'played
in reverse it will sound lilke- an approximation o f .
' something.
.
"When you hear it suggested.that theTVrics will .
say to smoke marijuana.yoii will probably hear that'.
It gets put in your, head by its- being s u g g W e d ^
Whether the words'were there in the firsl place, I
can't say.'-'.
Mullins next played "Stairway to. Heaven," a
classic of rock music. The lyrics say. "Yes the>e are .
two ways you can go but in the'long run, there"
time to change the road you're oh." But whenplay-d .
backwards. Mullins claimed they said, '-'My sweet
Satan, whose path makes me sad_ whose ppwer is
Satan." according to'MulIins.
Mullins al^o pointed out'that, the-album jacket
depicted drinks, a hexagon, and other symbols of .
evih— —
/ W h i l e citing Vance Packard's, study of advertising
•called The Hidden Persuaders. Mullins really gets,
his information from a number of anti-rock preachers
Who have recently picked - up on "backward
masking."' the Jdiabolical trick of~placing. evil
thoughts in vinyl grooves backwards,-as the'.latest
platform for the attack of rock-*music.
"Idon't think rock.isharmful." sai<(Mullins.:yit's
interesting.'.Tve listened to.'Another One Bites t h £ Dust" thousands of times and'I've nevet-smSSed
marijuana. . '
.f
"I'm, just interested in how we do'pick it up tc a
small degree "
"N •
Other,students were less enthusiastic.
"Ithin£ it's bullshit.y said Jan Jerfligan, "and I
don't believe irr Satan anyway."
Ralph Ctark said. "It's just a reflection of the
times-. A,lot of people just don 't know a lot of things,
and they listen to people who sotind li'lke they.know a
lot'.
•
"That music didn't sourid like anjething to me."
Sanjav Kumar said. "It seems to me they're
looking for witches to b u m . "
'

If nt
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Wagner whistles good down home music
By FAITH MILLER
Special Writer

^ j ) c e motri's home style cooking that fills
your stomach with goodness. Rick Wag• ner's album Where's the Whistle Go, puts
thai goodness right into your heart. His
songs are supple. honest and wholesome^
and display a unique style of country ipusic
which We often don't get to hear.

Rick Wagner is a student at Wright State
University and has been composing and
singing his own songs for over IS years.- He

plays guitar, banjo.-violin, mandolin and
other instruments, with a mixture of
traditional and original thems put together,
into, a distinct style, which his album clea.rly
displays.
The supporting musicians, who highlight.
Rick's simplistic country ballads throughout the album, are also his close friends.

I Sales Seminar
Learn to Sell
Advertising
Nov. 24, Weds.
3:00 til 5:00
045
U.C.
Contact Laura Foliano if you
cannot make the seminar.
The'quest speaker will be
Frank Beeson, assistant
Publisher of
Bowling Moorman Publishing

, 873-2505

To say that the style of the music is i
Even Diana Bergman-Wagner collaborates
mixture of folk and Country, with a touch owith her husband on 3 of the t'uftes.'
In the ttyc cut. Where 'd theWhistfoGo. a • bluegrass. is almost an ei^ct description
The various instrumental^ througnout th<
mkn looks back to his boyhood when he used
album cleqrlv follow that style. They a'r<
fo sit and watch the old steam trains, .He
short songs played with instruments (ike
. recalls. "Therp'd by days I'd sit for liours
the fiddle, reed organ, .harmonica %nc
watching tho'se hoboes,, slipping through
banjo.
the company stiffs while the whistles began
Other songs depicting Jhis style, are. The
to blow. "-'Rick sings the chorus with a nice
Olil Cuss and The Unknown Outlaw.
flow of harmony in the background, which
The - album ends with There's a Bona
gives the song an emotional impact.
. A bit of humor is added .to the album, Between U$ All. which conveys a- feiling ol
. through two short tunes, which ire sung in .•Unity and brotherhood among all men-and
women.
rhymes. A Cat in the House and Nothing
Khvmes with Chimes both sway from the - The important thing about the album is
that it can grasp your emotions, with it's
other mellow. folk songs.- as they, are the
warm "and.touching words, and the songs
energetic ballads on the disc. Rick has an
can even lift your'spirits. It is a unique
amazing talent 6f singing these songs at an
creation
of realism and.iovc, and for this
eicellerated pace while you can still
reason. I highly recommend it t^you. "
understand the words.

Holiday amusements

By MARK BLOOM
in his favorite musical cqmpositions.
Feature* Editor
, '/ ,
The orchestra will perform such ChristThe Daily Guardian will not be able to mas favorites as "White Christmas,"
' provide you with our timely-entertainment
"Sleigh Ride." and "Do You Hear What I
.. -reviews during the month of December'. As
Hear?" '
for myself,Tni headed/or Ashtabula, Ohio.
The concert is to be held at Menforial Hall
snl'm more interested in the entertainment
arid wiH begin at 8:30.
V.
ia wintry northeast Ohio.
Sinclair's concert band will hold a hohdix.
If you • aren't sure, of how to amuse
concert at Blair Hall on the Sinclair campus
yourselves during our interim here are afew Dec, 8 at 7:30. The concert is free to the
suggestions.' f '•
.public and promise to offer a wide selection
The Christ-fnas season is a time of music., of musical numbers.
'
Local concerts through December should fill
The most inspiring concert this s e f t o ^
the air with the sounds of "Silent Night."
should be at the. Arcade'Squarf when "the
On Dec.4 the popular entertainer. Steve - Dayton Orchestra will give their Christmas
conccrt Dec. 18.
Allen will perform with the Dayton concert
Philharmonic Orchestra's POPS concert at
\
'
8:30 p.m. Allen blends comedy with melody .
) See DECEMBER page 13
'

Christmas Sale

Most All Merchandise
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December's plays and flicks make for warm evening
(Continued from page 12)
The concert which will be held at noon
will also include-the Dayton Opera Chorus,
(t should provide some sparkling atmosphere while you do your shopping
downtown.
. v

• lf.you haven't seen felJ's production of
Pirates of Penzance and would like to, it will
still run the weekend of Nov. 25-28.
Alt hough, the tickets are sold out there is
still a good chance of seeing it by calling the
theatre box office and placing your name
the waiting list.. . A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to'
'the Fprum fc- playing at the La Comedia
Dinner Theatre every ^Tuesday through
Sunday up to Jan. 9. ,
Tliis Tony-award-winning musical offers
' riotous comedy along with dynamic tunes
'written by Stephen Sondheim who we know
from West Side Story.
Community Theatre in.the Dayton i r e a
"Yhoyldri't. be overlooked either.. • At' the
Dayton. Playhouse the suspense thriller
Night. .Watch' will be presented. Night
Watch will run this coming weekend at the
Dayton Playhousc on West Third Street.
Another ntostrry. the Mousetrap will be (
performed at the Yellow' Springs Center
•/State. This Aga.tha Christie,, ^arn will run
the weekends of Dec. 3-5 and Dec.

• Th.vst' of you* who
seen
' 'Pirates of Penzance may Wish.to compare it
to the upcoming movie of the samfc. title.
': 0 Unlike tht^tarlicr. Pirate Movie, this movie
version clostly follows joe Papp's-Broad;
•was adapt.«>>n
.Like the Broadway show the movie stars
Linda Ronstadt in her role of Mabel.
Another movie that should be exciting is
Mitppeteer, Jim Henson's The Dark
Crystal, which opens pet. 17. Don't expect
to see Kermit and Miss Piggy flirting on the
sareen as Henson has treated a new
assortment of characters and oddities.
Parted Crystal shows us an imaginary-,
world - filled with' moving mountains,
mystic* and gaHhims It ahould-be a real
holiday treat. ! .
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Asthma management
offered

HOT DATES

ALAMV1982 Christmas Seal chairpersons
will all be'on hand to "Hang One On" (an
ornament) for the American Lung Association of the Miami Valley. Dr. Creep will also
sign autographs.
'
'
Entertaining visitors with piano arrangements and Christmas songs will be the Tri
-,Tones. an area choral group.
The Christmas Seal Tree project is a fund
raiser for ALAMV. Volunteers will man the
booth through- December 23. and invite
passersbv to sign a piper Snowman
ornament and "Hang One .On"" the Good
Health Tree for a small donation.
The tree is to be donated -by. Siebenthaler's Nursery; and the space and
snowman ornaments will be provided, free
of charge, by Salem Mall Inc.
Money raised by the project syill go
toward lung health programs right here in
the Miami Valley.
Booth volunteer; include the Respiratory
Therapy Departments of Sinclair -Community. Miami Valley Hospital and lettering Medical Center; Alpha ~ Xi Delta,
English Accents Club. Clayton Friendly
Homemakers, Park. Layne Bluebirds a'nd
Bluejays. Daytonview Optimists. RSVP
Senior Citizens. Carroll High Key club,
Brookville Blue Angles -4-H group, and
individuals from the surrounding areas.
Persons interested ift volunteering may
Call 222-8391.

^

Red Cross swimming
orientation •

O
and dad1 can purchase the family Christina:
tree at the -stand being operated by thi
Kettering Optimists. ,The club will b<
selling the trees each week day from noon t<
9 p.m. and 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. on Saturday!
and Sundays. After you buy your tree, yot
can do some of your Christmas shopping a
the crafts shops being sponsored by th<
Gifts Galore and theGolden Kite Artis
Cooperatives. The shops, which are set uj
in the Pblen Farm's barns,will be open fron
5 ( 0 yp.m. on December 3. and then oi
Thursdays. Fridaysand Saturdays from 11<
9 p.m. and Sundays from noon to 6 p.m'.
During Christmas week. December 20
2 O t . and 23. the wafts shops and Santa';
Workshop will have extended hours

Last minute ^registration* for a pilot
An orientation ^o the new swimming
Asthma Management program offered.by
materials issued b y t f o American Red Cross
the American lung Association of the
will be'offered for water safety instructors
Miami Valley are now being accepted.
on Tuesday. November 30 from 5:30 to 9
The' first session. "Introduction toP- m "
Asthma," will be held Monday, November
The session, offered by Safety Services at
29. at the Metropolitan Life Insurance
the Red Crosses Dayton Area Chapter, will
Company building at 9797 Springboro Pike.
be held at Sinclair Community College,
Dayton. It starts a] 7 p.m.. and continues for
Building 8. Room 812-4.
90 minutes.
All water safety instructors are required
Guest speaker is James Graham, M-D.. a
to complete the, orientation before teaching
pulmonary specialist, who will expalin how
swimming courses to insure that the
asthma is d u c t e d and diagnosed. He will
material is presented in a consistent and
discuss different types of asthma, what
unified manner in all classes, according ip
triggers asthma attacks, ajxfhow to avoid
Phil Parker. Safety Services Chairman.
theye triggers. Breathing techniques will
Course materials will be. $5.25 per
also be discussedr'
person.
, Thp second and .third asthma, manageTo register, contact Red Cross Safety
ment sessions will/be presented December
Services at 222-6711. ext" 210.
Anticipating the holidays may.leave ol
6 and 1.1. same time and place.
adults living alone feel "left out. "Coj)
Charles__ Br-^ Payne, M.D.. another
with -loneliness-StrategiesTor the Holi
pulmonary specialist will discuss asthma
Blues" is a -five-week discussion grc
rrfedicalioSs". what to do,when a person feels
being offered to adults age 50 or older
Jack Groves. M B,A., has joined the
an attack' coming on. and Standard
South Community Mental Health.Centi
School of Medicine,' Wright State Univeremergency room procedures for acute
This support group will meet from 2:3
sity. as.associate dean for administration.
asthma attacks.
p.m. on f&e Tuesdays. from Nov. 16 to E
A Colorado native. .Groves received his
R.P. Stafford. M.D.. will, conduct fhe
14. The site of the meetings will be
undergraduate and graduate degrees from
third session, which is devoted to stress
Ketteririg.Braoch library at 3496 Far H
Southern Illinois University . and held' a
management in the asthmatic adult. Dr.
Avenue. %
number of administrative posts at that
Stafford is a staff member of Metropolitan
Advance'registration is required and
university's'School of medicine. He was
Life Insurance-Co,, and an expert on stress
size.of the group is Jimited. There is a
most recently associate dean for adminis- '
management.
registration fee to. rover- the cost
tration at Oregoif' Health Sciences UniverThe speakers are. all volunteers, and the
materials used by the gr^up. - "Hello. This ( is Santa Calling," is being s ' , v School of Medicine in Portland.
facilities arc provided free of charge.by
An
For more information and registrati
sponsored by the City.of Kettering Parks
experienced manager and adminismetropolitan. Christmas Seal donations .
call Eleanor Koutz at 435-6660.
and Recree^tion Diviti6n.for two through 'trator. Groves was assistant provost at
hclfj support programs such as tbisS. <iv .
; six y e a r T t i . i s , program will allow your Southerp Illinois School of Medicine in.
Registrations can be made by ?aHiSg"
Xhird to-receivea personal call.from Santaon Springfield, where he acted as the primary
222-R.Wl.
'••• .
j
•Sunday. December 19, between-1 -and 4 business officer responsible for managing
' P-"?- • '
the school's annual budget and ' the ' For WSU students who are intefested in a
A special hotline from the North Pole will administration of all services. .He was also medical careen there is * PremedicafCluh to
get Santa in touch j^ithyour child,.and there n»jor negotiator with Illinois legislators, 'offer guidance and.aid. The president and the ^
A free thrte-hour workshop 'in revised is no charge for the. program. Parentis are affiliated hospitals and 1 the university's officers were eiectoAth|*-fciu>
recommendations for blood pressure mea- asked to pick up a Santa Calling form, from b o a r d ° f trustees.
The"clubs first m ^ t A g .was held two .
surement will be conduced Wednesday, the Kettering Recreation. Center 2900
As associate deaofor administration at weeks ago.'Around thirty people t e n d e d
December 1 * t 9 a.m. by NursingX"Health Glengarry Drive: the Rose E. Miller the Oregon School of-Medicine. Groves aijd Bob'.Wo^; Premedicjl adviser, gave i .
Services of the f Dayton Area Chapter. Recreation Center.' 3201 Marshall Road, or developed and i m p l e m e n t business and • speech' about medical.school admission""
American Red Cross.
the Kettering Govemmeht Center: 3600 managementsystems to support the dean's criteria.
.
'
(j"v*
The workshop, to be held at the Chapter Shroyer Road in the Parks and Recreation office and the medical schooli programs.
there tm been a tew changes in the-Cton Building,370 W. First Street iriQ«ytpn, is Division office. After completing the form.
In his Wright State role. Groies will have .SIllution Sf the club, For eiample./the presioffered as an update to those skilled in blood which will include -study information as m»K" responsibility.forprogfammatic and d e n l . a n d I h e officers will t * ^ e « « r V h
v pressure measurement-and will Ctivfer areas needed by Santa, your cKild will receive a
planning^ind will lead in roordi- s p r i n g instead "of fall. .Th,s gives theAfi.Jne
such as common errors in measurement and c ^ f r o m t h e Christmas season's jolliest elf. nating the uni/ersity's and the School of f o r adjustment .
checking equipment calibration.
No long distance calls will be made.
Medicine's administrative programs and
. According.tejTodd l o f h e r . a* junior
The Ohio Nurses .Association has
More information about the,Santa calling operations.
majocing in Biomed'ical-Engtneenng. and
endorsed the workshop for 0.3 CEU's for program is available by calling the
this years elected -president, the members
registered nurses. '•
Kettering Parks and Recreation Division at
muft becomcmpre" active aiw participate
Participants should bring their own
96-2587.
more . H i anticipates more Expanded acstethoscope «nd sphygmomanometer.
The City of Kettering. Parks ano tivities in >he club 'ill the/j^ure', and aiso
^ Class size is limited and pre-registration
Recreations Division has a'special Christ- more effort Rut intojbe-^fuh from the nlem-.
is required by November 24. To register,
Jerrold Petrofsky, Wright State mas 'program scheduled for all area ' bers. For theiirst year, the club has offered ak, •
call Red Cross Nursing A health Services at
University associate professor of biomedi- residents to tie held at the Poleri Farm Park, CPR training program-do lie held each, quar
222-671 i. tit. 210.' cal engineering andphyskriogy. and Wright 5299 Bigger Road, from December 3 ter). LiHevery,year, the club is placing stuState student. Nan Davis, are scheduled to through December 2J(.
dents-who are willing to work voluntarily at
appear on DONAHUE, Thursday, NovemOn December 3." Santa Claus arrive* at T Children* Mistical Center. The club has aiso
ber JJ. DONAHUE is^syen in Dayton on p-inT w take up residence - 'at the Santa's Organized for medical'students of each year
Local iesitSfcnts are invited to attend the Chaimel 2. beginmng/at 9-«,m. weekdays. Workshop being sponsoredv by the Ket- to give a speech' The Premedicai Chitj has.
Christmas'Seal Tree kick off planned for 11
rofsky'sresearch involves the use of tering J^ycees. Children win be able tovisit' also begun printings newsletter each quar
a.m.. Monday.-November29 at Salem
puter controlled electrical stimulation ^ i t h Santa, and have their picture taken ter
•
- _.
Mall. ..
UL-ijtivate muscles of paralyzed people, with him. Santa's workshop will be open on
The club meets evdry two weeks on WedDr. Creep. WKEF TV; Johij, Schaller. Davis.' paralyzed from.the waist down, the third from 7 to 9 p m - a n d then from 6 to nesdays from 12 to I pm. at 22! Mil;
WVUD. radio: Dale Huffman. Dayton Daily recentliynade histoty when she walked for 8 p.m on Thursdays and Fridsys and 4 to 8 Hall. It certainly, is on the right
New*; Sylvia Newsome. WHJO-TV; Edie the first time in fb6r years t s a result at p.m. on Saturdays and sundays.
, needs more activities and participation I
House and Drew Bracken; WDTN-TV and
technology developed by Petrofsky
While the children visit with Santa, m o o its members.

Discussion group
offers counsel

New member
to school of medicine

Santa calls your kids

Preme

Bktod-pressure
workshop held

'

ristmas program
scheduled

etrofsky on Donahue

Christmas Seal kick off

m
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CLASSIFIEDS
.
EOR ALL THOSE WHO signed up for
the book co-op and anyone else interested,
Please call Claire, 878:9060. Theda,
32,1-0425. or Cfiris, 873-2084 (through finals
week)-, or call the Student Government
?Office. 873-2098^ The sign-up sheet was
• taken down by some unknown person. We
apologize for the inconvenience.
IDEAL CHRISTMAS GIFT. Therapeutic
massage by Marilyn. 25 percent student
discount until Jan-. 1. 1982. 275-7088.

^

- •'

APARTMENT FOR RENT. Furnished, one
large bedrootn. 1 1/2 baths. Large living
area, patio, fireplace. $250^plus utilities.
.Available .December 15-June 15. Prefer
' faculty person, single or couple. References
requested. After NoV. 15. call '767-9216,
between 6-8 p.m.

RETAIL HELP HIRING! Job List Incor- S E C R E T A R | A L FULL TIME HDUNGi Job
porated. $45 fee, 275-5027. A licensed ^
545 f f e 275-5027. A
In6orporaJe4
employment agency. 1972 N. Main. Studem, | i c e n J c d e m p l o y m e n t a g e n c y 1972 N. Main
Discounts:

.

Student Discounts.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTEDt '5 min. WRIGHT STATE'S Women's RacquetV
WSU (responsible yet funloving)--newly . ball team is seeking interested players for
. remodeled room-pets welcome. Cal.l_.878- the 1982-83 season. Faculty, staff,
alumni, and students are all welcome to
participate. Contact Mike Miller at
873-2507! or Jeamiie Junkala at 426-5394.
FANTASY, IN' THE RAT. This week's

• ::y •

B k D "TYPING. Professional Service,
reasonable rates, phone 233-5085. Day Or
evening appointments.

GENERAL OFFICE ALL TYPES: Job List
Incorporated.' $45- fee, 275-5027. A '
Licensed Employment Agency. 1972 N.,
Main St.. Da^on.Ohio 45405. Student
discounts., - j j

- •

DELIVERY DRIVER START NOW: Job'Lbt
Incorporated. $45 fee, 275-5027. A licensed
employment agency, 1972 N. Main. Student
Discounts.

' "WAITRESSES HIRING FULL TIME: .lob
List Incorporated. $45 fee, 275-5027 A
licensed employment agency. 1975', N.
Main. Student Discounts.

"COMPUTER OPERATORS NEEDEDi Job
List Incorporated. $45 fee, £75^5027. A
HOSTESS HIRING NOW: Job LJat
.licensed employment agency,, ^*"12 N.
Movies in t h e , Rat; " J h e Hobbit,"
Incorporated.-$45 fee. 275-5027, A licensed
TDGPOLICY ON Classifieds: $1.00 per day M»in. Student Discounts..
^Gnomes." "Faeries.'"' '/Sorcerer's Apemployment agency. 1972 N. Main, Student
25 words or less. $2.00 per day over 25
prentice." 2-5 in the B*r Wednesday.
Discounts.
words. All classifieds must be paid in EARN $195.75 WEEKLY while working in
advance. Call Laura for more info
your home part.or fulMime. No experience
FOR ALL THOSE WHO signed up for the
873-2505.
necessary. Complete details and applibook co-op and anyone else interested,*
cation sent on request. Please send a self 10.THEPHI KAPPA TAUS: Thanks for the
PLEASE call Claire. 878-9060. Theda. ANIMAL RIGHTS PROJECT needs volunaddressed, stamped envelope to: CT, 2125 great party! Let's have another again soon.
323-0425 or Chris. 873-2084 (through finals teers WRITE . Mobilization for Animals,
The Alpha. Omicron.^is.,'
S. Tecumsch #159. Spfld. OH. 45502.
week) of call the Student Government P.O-. Box 70, Dayton. OH, 45402-, .
Office '873-2098. The sign-up sheet was
taken down by some unknow person. We
apologize for the inconvenience. THANKS
S,G. ; *
• *
PHI KAPPA TAU thanks for the best New
Year'* Eye Rehearsal party anyone could
have: We'll have to party again soon.
.Sisters.ofAIpKa Omicron-Pi.
'

V

-

PARTY IN THE BAHAMAS! 1! Dec.
11-18. 60<foot racing, cruising ketch. All
' meals and accomodations included. Sun
by students for students. Only $325. Call
for info: (513) 861-0512 or(513) 751-2757.

GET A SPEEDING TICKET
FOR CHRLSTOAS
Let Mom & DaidftiyFor It

GOOD LUCK ON FINALS to everyone in
Alpha Otnicron fS-^Study -hard, and don't'
forj$r th<»-survival pSriy Dec. ,3.

A Mid-Ohio Speeding Ticket .is a season pass . .
which, allows you 'admission lo all the
actioif-packe<i .events scheduled at Mid-Ohio .
Sports Gar Course in 1983 These include the
AMA Motorcycle Race—May 21 & 22*; the .
Lumbermens IMSA GT 6-hour—JuTw 11 &
12", the CanAnvTVarts^m SCCA Nationals— .
- J # 23 & 24*: and a CART Indy car race-September 10 & 11* . A Speeding Ticlief .
makes^a great gift—tell the folks! - •

CONGRATULATIONS ROSES to Cheryl
Dickc. our newest member of Alpha,OmIcron«: We knew you, could do it! Alpha
Love',

Speedfyg Ticket Christmas
Packages Save Up To $50.00

CLERKS ALL TYPES HIRING NOW: Job
' «'/List -Incorporated, $45 fee. 275-502,7. A
licenced employment agency, 1972 N.'
Main. Student .'Discounts.

Jf-yetrtwy^Speejling Ticket before
December It. you'll get:
• 10% discount off a regular season
pa-.s
• SJ4.00 ottihe price of paddock
tickets bouAht at the gate during the
season or M7.00 off general
admission
• Certificate good for twodfrici^Ji
1983 Mid-Ohio- Pasters ($6.00 Y
value) iand a free program at eacK
event ($10.00 value)
"V
• Access to the all new VIP area
. Jt
exclusively for season pass holders
lb get your. Speeding Ticket, mail'the^jrder
(orm With cteck or rfloney order to
• Mid Ohio before December. IS or stop by the.
track '.MasterCard and',Visa accepted,
call (4I9) 884>2295 " >

. .BOOKKEEPERS START NOW. job U»t '
Incorporated'. S45 fc*. 275-5027. A licensed
eifip.lovment agency. p 7 2 N . Main. Student
Discounts
'• I .
.'
THIS WEDNESDAY! 3:00-5:00 Sales
Representative Seminar Learn about the ait ,
o! scI h nj: advertising Earn Commission!
Room 04^. University Cemer. See you
there'
' -

.GRAPHIC AlfTIST needed winter quarter for TDC. Work mornings, some
afternoons, depe riding on schedule.
Advertisingexperienced plus. Minimum
wage. 15-25 hours per week, depending
upnn amcamt' of advertising. Must l*e
dependable. Set up interview with Laura
Ibarra Foliaiio. TDG Students employsitrdcnts.

A. Speeding Ticket—just the gift fori |
IWWI
(«T>

<»"»>

W»>

[~1 GeneralfcknissionSpeeding Ticket $63 00 .
Q Paddock Spwding Ticket (Indudo aans lo the paddock
area)$8K»-__ •
OIIB.'I rfkr (*•<—»T
Dert-fcrr

Mid-Ohio Spora C*,Cour*. SMm-Ccnim
Road. Lott0». Oho
(419)

M The Dmi/y Gutrlimm NoVealwr 14, 1W2

SPORTSCENE

> who Raiders

lUWer Note*...
• Tim Begley. a freshman from Stebbins
High School, led the:the Raiders' attack
placing fifth in the Ohio Open wrestling
tournament over the weekend.
Michigan State dethroned Ohio State,
winner* of the tournament the last three
years. Cleveland State placed second with
Michigan placing third.
Ed Potokar of^Ohio State was named
the tournament's outstanding wrestlef.
He won the 177-pound divisiop:—--

K

than 30 games already.'" said Underhill.
"They wire the runner-up to the Red Star
team in the A League in Yugoslavia. They
played five games last >veek. but they will
have three days off before our game. Our
biggest benefit is to see where we are
before a regular-season game.'We plan to
put pressure on tSie.ball all oyer the
court,"
Ticket prices for the game are $2 for
adults and $1 for children under 12. Ticket
office hours this week will be 8:30 a.m.-S
p.m.. Moriday-Wednesday; Saturday,
noon-game time at 7:30 p.m. For further
Information about tickets.'.cajl 873-2771.

- . •.

• Wright- State University basketball
coach Raijjh Underhill will get an adva'nee
look at his toundballe'rs this weekend
ty£en the Raidersjiytst Yugoslavia in an
e*hihitii>n-ganre on Saturday. November
27 at.7:10 p.m. in the PE building. •
"The Sibenka team i s ' very strong
inside and will give us trouble rebounding." said Underhill. "That is an area
where we needed improvement from last
year, so we'll .see how much we -have
progressed. Their two big 6-9 players
(Streten-Djuric and Branko Ma'cura) post,
up very well."
Although the regular-season opener
with Indiana State-Fvansville (Dec. 1) is
more than a week away. Underhill is fairly
well' set "On his starting; five: The only
question "mark at the present time i^s
junior Mike Grote. who sprained an ankle
at the KQ TimesClinic last Mon^av night.
The *6-1 Rpint guard was'iroubled with
^Crohn's Discajis^lastyear.' missing nine x
games, but has not been pothered by it in
pre-season practice.'.

The other four spots in the; lineup will'
be filled by seniors Anthony Bias. -Tom
Holzapfel. Gary Monroe and junior Fred
Moore.
" W e have put more things in early than
in any previous year." continued' Underhill . ' ' We have a few things to work onJike
our delay game before the-opener, but I'm
pleased with .Our overall progress./Our
press has looked much fetter with our.
coverages."
If Grote is unable to'start oil Saturday
^qight against»YugesIavia, T.C. Johnson
thaji 'likely will get the nod. but
Ja'rk McCormick has been pfaying much
t t e r du'ring pfe-season drills.
"One of our biggest concerns about.
Yugoslavia is that they Jjave played more

.

•/ \

• W r i g h t State- University women's
basketball team opens the season-on
Saturday. Nov. 27 against Malone jvith
• some unanswered question. Compounding the problem, of two s t a r t i n g '
freshmen, sophomore point guard Tammy Phillips was felledby a sprained ankle
and js a questionable starter for the
opener at Malone. „
"We're ahead of where we. were last
year at'this time," Said coach Pat Davis.
"The freshmen ,are/ adjusting to. our
Sys|enV rather well. It's just » matter of
'finding the right combination.". '
. Senior all-American - forward Jodi
Martin and junior center Christi Hill will
Start in th% front' court' along - with
freshman Kristy Brown .or freshman
Jenny Horn. With Phillips questionable,'
the bactcojirt. falls in th<; hands' of
freshmen Karen .Ha'oan .and Debbie
leffien When Phillips returns. Haban

Team

************

Green League

8 « ( League
#1. 4th Floor Deviarites
#2. Kami-Kare'Squadron
. 3. Dennis A Dennis. Inc.
4. Beer Drinkers
5. Bengals
6. Mo's Heating & Cooling

6

5
4
4
2
1
Forfeit
Forfeit

.

Stamat Bulugaris'looks
as W»
mks on kA
nil team
places twelfth In the Ohio Open Wreatllng
Tournament held at Wright State over the
weekend.
;
-and Leffler

ire the- second -gu^rd

talent. w<
more depth than' we
Continued Davis. "We'll have
much the freshmen can contribute
the beginning."

Interested in writing Sports?
Call 2505
ask for Rick

Final Intramural Football Standings
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•Tied'for league championship
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November 29th thru December 22
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